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Cocoon  2004GetTogether

This is a list of people planning to attend the upcoming Events.

Please enter yourself if you plan to be an attendee as well. Indicate from where you'll be travelling if you might want to travel with someone else. Please 
also add a rough estimate on time of arrival and departure.

StevenNoels,  and , of course (Ghent, Belgium)MarcPortier BrunoDumon
Matthew and Carsten (Paderborn, Germany)
GianugoRabellino (Milano, Italy)
UgoCei (Pavia, Italy - Arriving on Sunday at 20:10 at Brussels airport, approximately at 21:30-22:00 in Ghent)
PierFumagalli (London, UK)
RobbyPelssers (Lanaken, Belgium)
ReinhardPoetz (Vienna, Austria)
SylvainWallez, and Thibault Cantegrel (Toulouse, France)
FredericGlorieux (Arras, France)
TorstenCurdt,  (Frankfurt, Germany, Arriving on the 10th around 18:30 via train)MichaelMelhem
Marcus Crafter (Frankfurt, Germany)
AndrewSavory,  and  (Norwich and London, UK)DavidCasal JeremyQuinn
AntonioGallardo (Managua, Nicaragua - Arriving: Sunday at 19:40 to Brussels. In Ghent at 22:00)
Jack Ivers, John Berry, Scott Roth (Chicago and New York, USA)
BertrandDelacretaz, (Lausanne, Switzerland). Arriving 10th late, leaving 13th 10AM (Brussels airport)
JeroenReijn, (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
ArjeCahn (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
NielsVanKampenhout (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
Friedrich Klenner (Vienna, Austria)
Manfred Weigel (Vienna, Austria), , arriving 10th 9, anybody out there having a beer in brussels during sunday?email
Helma van der Linden, Patrick Ahles (Maastricht, The Netherlands)
Dennis Dam (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
Jörg Heinicke,  (Leipzig, Germany),  (Frankfurt, Germany)Claas Thiele Nils Müller
Upayavira (London, UK)
IlarioValdelli, (Lugano, CH)
Jorg Heymans (ATM München, Germany)
NicoVerwer, Bart Dijkstra, Hans Riezebos, Luuc Teuben and Jurgen Onland (Apeldoorn, The Netherlands)
JonEvans , Surjan Singh (Oxfordshire, UK) driving there on 10th, back on 13th, anyone want a lift?email
MartinHolz and  (Berlin, Germany)EikeJordan
NachoJimenez (Gran Canaria, Spain). Will arrive the 10th 17h00 to Brussels Charleroi Airport and will stay sightseeing until the 14th.
Sascha-Matthias Kulawik, Hans-Thomas Nordeck, Claudius Spellmann (   / , Germany)JuwiMacMillan Group Walsrode Hannover
DewiRoberts (Ipswich, UK)
OlivierLange
ChristianHaul Will arrive on Sunday around 2000h and leave on Wednesday morning 

If there's someone else arriving on Sunday, we might add our names beneath and meet for a beer/dinner on Sunday night.

UgoCei
Manfred Weigel
MarcPortier – last two years there has been some meetup in the Vooruit ( ) on sunday, I was going to be there again (unsure if they still serve route
dinner at that time, but there is food for grabs around the corner)
AntonioGallardo
DewiRoberts
SylvainWallez and Thibault Cantegrel (arriving around 21:00)
GianugoRabellino and Daniele Madama (arriving around 15:00)
StevenNoels
TorstenCurdt, , Marcus CrafterMichaelMelhem
MartinHolz and EikeJordan
OlivierLange
JonEvans (arriving around 18:00)
Surjan Singh (arriving around 18:00)
ChristianHaul (arriving around 2000h in Ghent) 

I'll be in "The Vooruit" ( ) around 9PM. We'll leave a note on the front door or at the bar if we start shopping around for dinner (or http://www.vooruit.be/
snacks rather, since Ghent doesn't have many real restaurants which still offer à la carte after 10PM)

For those who cater for a steakhouse close to the Vooruit which is open all night:

STENDHAL Schepenenvijverstraat 10 9000 Gent 09 225 21 73

Just walk down to the "South/Zuid" across the water, ask directions for the small red light district - it's in a murky street but they do serve a fine piece of 
meat over there - and it should be open for late arrivals. The restaurant is well known amongst the night birders in Ghent as well.
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